2006 Hauber Fellows

Gene Determination of Sexual Dimorphism in the C Elegans Nematodes

Hauber Fellow: Olamide Adurasegun Odubogun
Faculty Mentor: Christopher Tilmann, Biology

Progress Towards the Synthesis of Ezoaminouroic Acid

Hauber Fellow: Michael Campbell
Faculty Mentor: Jesse More, Chemistry

Computer Mediated Communication

Hauber Fellow: Nicole Becker
Faculty Mentor: Roberta Sabin, Computer Science

An Empirical Comparison of Techniques for Extracting Concept Abbreviations from Identifiers

Hauber Fellow: Henry A. Feild
Faculty Mentor: David Binkley, Computer Science

Progress Towards the Synthesis of Ezoaminouroic Acid

Hauber Fellow: Michael Campbell
Faculty Mentor: Jesse More, Chemistry

Electrical Engineering, Particularly Signal Processing and Communications; Generate new Antenna System for EMAT Ultrasonic Non-Contact Transducer

Hauber Fellow: Cen-bi Liu
Faculty Mentor: Robert Pond, Engineering and P. Coyne

Numerical Modeling of Flow and Reaction with Bioreactors of Varying Design Using CFD-ACE+

Hauber Fellow: Stephen Ryan
Faculty Mentor: Robert Bailey, Engineering